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sibling a brother or sister

n.

favor something that you do for someone in order to help them

n.

favorable a.
favorite a.

common shared by two or more people or things; ordinary, usual

a.

common sense
usual uncommon

advise to give someone information or suggestions 

v.

adviser n.
advice n.



respect to admire someone because of their knowledge, achievement, 
etc

v. n.

respectful a.
disrespect despise

trust to believe that someone or something is honest and reliable 

v. n.

trustful a.
believe in distrust

relationship the way two people or groups feel and behave toward each other  

n.

relate v.
relation n.
relative n.

parents grandparents great grand parents
cousin niece nephew father-in-law
mother-in-law step-father

ancestor a member of your family who lived long ago

n.

ascend v.
forefather

descendant a relative of a person who lived in the past 

n.

descend v.



concern to be about a particular subject; to worry 

v. n.

concerned a.

funeral a ceremony that takes place after someone dies

n.

funeral song
funeral home

engage to formally agree to marry; to become involved in 

v.

engaged a.

marriage the relationship between husband and wife

n.

marry v.
married a.

emotion a feeling, such as happiness, love, or anger

n.

emotional a.
emotionally ad.
feeling sentiment



ly -ly

great - greatly  love - lovely  correct - correctly
friend - friendly  careful - carefully  month - monthly

divorce to legally end one’s marriage with someone

v. n.

divorced a.

devote to spend a lot of time or effort doing something

v.

devoted a. devotion n.

to give up something you value to achieve something else

v. n.

self

support to agree with someone; to give help to 

v. n.

supporter n. supportive a.
help aid

pregnant having a baby or babies developing inside the body

a.

pregnancy n.



recognize to see someone and know who the person is

v.

recognized a.
recognition n.

to have an effect on someone or something 

v. n.

a.

adolescent changing into a young man or woman

a. n.

adolescence n.
teenager mature

a teenager in your twenties in your thirties

middle age old age aging society

peer someone who is of the same age as another person  

n.

peer group

generation all the people born around the same time 

n.

generate v.



manners polite or well-bred social behavior

n.

manner n.
table manners

promise 
v. n.

promising a.

obey to do what you are told to do 

v.

obedient a. obedience n.
keep follow observe

proud feeling happy about what you have achieved 

a.

pride n.

impression an opinion or feeling of what something or someone is like 

n.

impress v.
impressive a.

inherit to receive property or money from someone who has died 

v.

inheritance n.



bring up  

get along well   

keep in touch with  

ask after  

devote oneself to  



 crisis

self  

 sense

a good  

a  song

a  woman

be  of

table  

 

peer group  

do favor  

respect parents  

ancestor worship  

generation gap  

keep a promise  

inherit a house  

obey rules  

a direct descendent  

My mother provided   support at a hard time for me.

Weather can   people’s behavior.

There is no doubt that he was a(n)   husband and father. 

I get along well with most of my colleagues. 

     . 

     . 

 She   three daughters on her own.



attractive very pleasing in appearance or sound 

a.

attract v.
attraction n.
fascinating appealing

elegant stylish or attractive in appearance or behavior 

a.

elegance n.
classy graceful
inelegant, graceless

bald having little or no hair on the head

a.

go bald

bold 
a.

daring, adventurous



appearance the way that something looks

n.

appear v.
disappear v. disappearance n.

feature a particular part or quality of something 

n. v.

featuring n.

habit something that you do regularly, almost without thinking about it 

n.

habitual a.

character the qualities that make you that person

n.

characteristic a.

personality the way you are as a person

n.

personal a. person n.
a personality test

personality character

personality character character

a friendly personality  honest character
cartoon character   title character



temper a person’s usual attitude or mood 

n.

temperament n.

generous willing and happy to give to and share with others 

a.

generosity n.

caring only about yourself and not other people 

a.

n. self n.

greedy 
a.

greed n.
generous

jealous unhappy because you want something that someone else has

a.

jealousy n.

humble not proud and not thinking that you are better than other people  

a.

arrogant proud



ordinary not special, different, or unusual in any way

a.

ordinary life
average common normal

extraordinary very special, unusual, or strange 

a.

ordinary

calm 
a.

rough

active energetic and busy 

a.

activity n.

activate v.
inactive

passive letting things happen to you and not taking action 

a.

passive smoking



outgoing friendly and enjoying meeting and talking to people

a.

sociable

aggressive behaving in a violent way towards another person 

a.

aggression n.
friendly

having a strong belief in your own abilities 

a.

n.
sure self-reliant

-ce -ant -ent

distant - distance important - importance
- ce diligent - diligence

sincere honest and saying or showing what you really feel or believe

a.

sincerity n.
insincere false

sympathy the feeling of being sorry for someone who is in a bad situation 

n.

sympathetic a.
compassion



courageous able to deal with danger without being afraid 

a.

courage n.
encourage v. discourage

en-

joy - enjoy danger - endanger
rich - enrich sure - ensure

ambitious wanting to be successful and powerful 

a.

ambition n.

anxious worried; wanting to do something very much 

a.

n.
worried concerned eager

strict 
a.

strictly ad.
rigid
loose

determined having a strong desire to do something   

a.

determine v.
determination n.

hesitant



take after  

show off  

lose one’s temper  

calm down  

be anxious about/to  



attractive  

go  

 children

a short  

national  

 behavior

deep  

 parents

 mind

an elegant woman  

a calm manner  

a personality test  

a greedy man  

generous to  

be to  

work  

her best feature
 

a determined student  

   smoking is very dangerous to our health.

 She calls me lazy and  .

 He wrote stories about   people.

A: Oh, your son really looks / takes  after you. 
B: Thanks. I’ll take it as a complement. 

A: What if the world ended tomorrow? 

about / to  nothing. 


